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Stamp Out Tool
Theft Campaign
Early
October
(before
Extinction Rebellion and the
second
People’s
Vote
march), Simply Business
launched a campaign to
Stamp Out Tool Theft with a
mobile billboard driven right
up to the gates of Parliament.
Research has revealed that one
in three of tradespeople have
had their tools stolen, costing
them over £3,000 each time it
happens.
Simply Business is a small
business insurer, which protects
over half a million SMEs across
the country. The company is calling on the government to implement greater fines for those
convicted of tool theft, as well as
tighter regulations on the selling
of second-hand tools.
The insurer has launched a
petition with the aim of attracting
100,000 signatures for the
measures to be debated in
Parliament.

Having visited Westminster, the
mobile billboard, announcing
the petition on behalf of the thousands of victims of tool theft, then
travelled to some of the capital’s
biggest building sites across
Battersea, Nine Elms and
Wandsworth. It also stopped off
and
visited
well-known
businesses on the way, such as
Pimlico Plumbers, Screwfix and
Plumbase.
While the on-going Brexit
debate has been taking government’s focus away from pressing
issues at home, tool theft continues to have a serious impact
on the lives of millions of tradespeople every year.
On average, tool theft costs
£870 in lost earnings each and
the tools are worth £2,135.
Over a quarter (26%) of those
surveyed couldn’t work for a few
days, while just under a tenth
(8%) were unable to work for
over a week.

News

Penalties
Bea Montoya, Chief Operating
Officer at Simply Business:
“Tradespeople are the backbone
of Britain, yet they’re being
stopped in their tracks on a daily
basis due to the ongoing tool
theft epidemic. Tool theft rips
through the lives of thousands of
tradespeople and their families
every year, with victims losing
out on over £3,000 each on average – through lost earnings
and replacing stolen equipment.
Having their tools stolen doesn’t
just impact their ability to work,
but it affects their livelihoods too.
“We want to see greater fines
imposed on those convicted, as
well as tighter regulations on the
selling of second-hand tools
which because of their high
value, are often stolen to sell on
the black market.” i
The petition can be viewed at
https://petition.parliament.uk/
petitions/273892

Oxford Fabricator Saved In
Pre-Pack Administration Sell-off

A conservatory, window and door manufacturer has been sold out of administration by
business recovery specialist, Begbies
Traynor, safeguarding 19 jobs.
Altus Business Services of Kingston Business
Park, Abingdon entered into administration on
19 September 2019 after facing insurmountable
financial difficulties. Julie Palmer and Stephen
Powell of Begbies Traynor were appointed to
handle the administration of the business. Following a short marketing campaign, they were
able to secure a swift, pre-packaged sale of the
firm to Tradezone Windows Ltd, also of Abing-

ton. This ensured all remaining 19 employees
transferred over to Tradezone and maximised
realisations for creditors, given the sale price of
the firm exceeded the value of the company’s
assets.Commenting on the news, Julie Palmer,
regional managing partner at Begbies Traynor,
said: “It is always sad to see a once thriving
manufacturing business fall into difficulties, whatever the circumstances. As such it has been particularly pleasing to conduct a swift
pre-packaged sale of Altus and protect a significant number of skilled local jobs in the
process.” i
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Don’t Get Done –
Get Don
A conman masquerading
as a roofer and window
installer has been jailed for
three years after taking at
least £50,000 from unwitting
householders.
The Installer’s Technical Expert
Author, Don Waterworth appeared as an Expert Witness in
one case in the lead up to the
eventual conviction of Stuart Magrath. Magrath, 39, from
Wigan, who ripped-off customers
from across the North-West, was
sentenced at Liverpool Crown
Court in a case brought by Trading Standards officers.

whether the work was done
properly, on time or in fact at all.
“To achieve that you lied to
their faces. You were persistent,
pestering them to sign, pestering them to pay and sometimes
to pay again. Cynically you
told one customer, ‘we are not
a firm that rips off pensioners
like you see on the telly.’ In fact
that is exactly what you were.
“The work was either done
badly, done late, done in part
or not done at all. Many
customers requested refunds,
very few got any or very little
money back…The harm was
more than financial, it had a
Pensioners targeted
emotional affect on the lives of
Trading as SB Building Serv- many of your elderly victims.”
ices, Magrath ran his business
for two years, from May 2016 Vulnerable
to April last year, together with Most victims were elderly or vulhis
co-accused,
William nerable. Many have been left
Greenall, 60, from St Helens.
devastated, having lost their life
They knocked on doors and savings.
persuaded their victims, who
were mainly pensioners, to part
with money for what would
often be unnecessary work that
was badly carried out, unfinished or not even started. The
pair pleaded guilty to charges
of running a business for a
fraudulent purpose.
Cash driven
In summing up, Judge Stuart
Driver, QC said of Magrath,
“You were the driving force and
played a leading role in persuading customers to sign contracts. I find as a fact that when
those contracts were signed by
those people your state of mind
was that you just wanted the
cash. You could not care less
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Magrath’s business partner,
Greenall, was sentenced to 16
months imprisonment, suspended for 18 months, with
140 hours unpaid community
work. Magrath was the driving
force behind the business,
knocking on doors and taking
the money but Greenall carried
out the work. His barrister said
that Greenall had turned a
blind eye to complaints.

Bolton
Bolton Trading Standards investigated two separate cases that
involved residents from Westhoughton. In one case, an elderly lady was cold called by
Magrath in July 2016. The
trader then spent an hour trying
to persuade her to have various
work done before she gave in.
Magrath lied to her about the
need for a new roof then confused her regarding payments,
eventually taking more than
£8,500 from her over a period
of many weeks.
Hanley Amos Stewart
The roof work was carried out
but an expert report by Don
Waterworth of Hanley Amos
Stewart surveyors proved that
there had been nothing wrong
with the roof in the first place.
Don is the head of the MWCIA
(Master Window & Conservatory Installers Association), a
highly skilled mediator and an
Expert Surveyor and Expert
Don Waterworth BSc (Hons) FCABE MEWI
Chartered Building Engineer,
Building Surveyor,Expert Witness,
Accredited Mediator – Tel: 0800 1954922
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News
 Witness

specialising in home
improvements.
As well as being completely
unnecessary, Don also found
the work to have been badly
done and required more
expense in putting it right.
Magrath also took money for
rendering work that was never
carried out. Repeatedly, he
managed to get more money
from the ‘customer’ by saying
he needed it to buy materials for
another customer and once he’d
finished that work he would get
paid and then be able to buy
materials for the lady’s work. He
never came back to finish the
work and has never returned
any money to her.

sions before she finally plucked
up courage to open it in December 2016. He then persuaded
her to have work done by lying
to her about having done various jobs for several of her
neighbours. She paid £1,500
deposit but when she found out
he’d lied to her she tried to cancel. Magrath then phoned her
at 1:00am, drunk, spent an
hour on the phone and ended
up swearing at her. She never
got her money back and was
instead subjected to a catalogue of excuses and broken
promises.

Prosecution
The two Bolton cases, plus 12 others involving victims from around
the North-West, formed the prosHarassment
Another vulnerable resident ecution case. St Helens Trading
noted that Magrath knocked on Standards brought the prosecuher door on 12 separate occa- tion to court using evidence col-

Make the Leap

lected by Bolton Trading Standards and other authorities.
Care
A spokesperson from Bolton
Council Trading Standards,
who alerted the Installer to the
case, said: “We will take robust
action against any trader who
feels they can take advantage
of vulnerable residents in this
way. Residents should follow
the advice of Trading Standards
and simply never deal with
traders who cold call or knock
on your door looking for
business.” i
hanleyamosstewart.co.uk
Tel: 0800 1954922
Tuesday-Thursday
10:00am-3:00pm.

to More Sales!

FIND OUT MORE: 01462 850062

Insurance Backed Guarantees • Deposit Protection Schemes
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Aluminium Roof Lantern
FROM THE
AWARD WINNING
ALUMINIUM SYSTEMS

FITTED
IN
MINUTES

FASTER - Glazed in seconds

No on-site cutting or drilling for ease of install. No silicone, single bolt ﬁxings and clip
ﬁt ﬁnishing caps – Search on YouTube to see the Korniche fully ﬁtted in under 6 minutes

STRONGER - Performance Engineered

Ability to withstand ‘Live’ loads over twice that of the leading competitor. A 6x4m roof can
support up to 8 tonnes. Up to 3m x 2.5m with no rafters, No tie bars required

WARMER - Thermally Broken
Thermal PVC T Bar, Thermally broken eaves beam and industry leading Q-Lon Gaskets.
U Value from 1.2

SLIMMER - Uninterrupted Sight Lines

Patent pending end boss enabling hips to merge into ridge.
Traditional features in contemporary design give ‘Timber’ like looks suitable for all properties.
Narrowest external ridge proﬁle

SUPPORT - The best trade lantern

Brand, point of sale and marketing support helping save time and maximise proﬁt from sales
and on-site. Online trade KwikQuote tool
TM
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ORDER TO DELIVERY FROM A FAST

Working Days
Lead Time

Email: sales@madefortrade.co
Call: 01642 610799 | Fax: 01642 615854
www.korniche.co.uk

Cover Story

A Blinding Success
Specialist integral blinds
manufacturer Morley Glass &
Glazing has reported 22%
growth in turnover in the past
12 months and is in the
running to be crowned
Integral Blind Company of
the Year at the annual
National Fenestration Awards.
The double achievement comes
as the business reaches an £18
million turnover. It is the largest
manufacturer of sealed units with
ScreenLine integral blinds inside
in the UK.
The company provides its
customers with free delivery in
just 10 working days, as well as
full technical, marketing and aftersales support.
The business is up against two
other companies in the National
Fenestration Awards. While the
competition is strong, Morley
feels confident due to its commitment to customer service, 10-day
lead time for sealed units with integral blinds inside, as well as
continued year-on-year growth.

Growth
MD Ian Short says: “We’ve been
in business for 21 years and
have a huge amount of expertise
and experience in manufacturing
Uni-Blind sealed units with integral blinds inside so customers
can be confident that they will
receive the highest quality
products.
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“We’re manufacturing around 2,400
integral blinds a
week, so have become real specialists. We have a
close working relationship with Pelini in
Italy and offer the full
range of ScreenLine
blinds
to
UK
customers both for
residential and commercial projects.
“This recent success follows
previous annual rates of growth
of 22% and 23% in 2018 and
2017 respectively and we’re
aiming for a further 20-25%
growth next year. Our consistent
growth
demonstrates
our
commitment in our high-quality
manufacturing processes, our
investment in marketing and
customer service and also
reflects the increased demand
from homeowners and commercial developers for integral
blinds – particularly for bi-fold
and sliding patio doors.
“Our focus is on delivering
added value to our customers
who can rely on us for the best
quality products and the best
service.”

The awards are a fantastic way
to shine a spotlight on the best
our industry has to offer and
we’re proud to be a part of that.
“2019 has seen us continue to
build on the foundations we’ve
established over recent years,
yet we haven’t been resting on
our laurels, as proven by our
continued growth. We can’t wait
to show everyone what we’ve
got in store for 2020. In the
meantime winning the Integral
Blinds Company category at the
NFAs would be a perfect way to
reflect our future ambitions.”

Lead-times
Morley Glass & Glazing’s UniBlinds range provides the widest
choice of integral blinds in double and triple glazed units, with
all manual, solar and motorised
versions available in the indusOnline order tracking
try’s shortest lead-time of 10
One of the latest service days from 11am any Friday.
improvements Morley is introducing is online order tracking giv- Technical support
ing customers live updates on the The business also provides techmanufacturing and delivery sta- nical support for Uni-Blinds custus of their Uni-Blind sealed units tomers too, being the only UK
with integral blinds inside.
supplier of integral blinds to
have
dedicated
customer
National Fenestration Awards support engineers on the road.
Commenting on the National
Morely also stocks the largest
Fenestration Awards Ian Short range of ScreenLine system spare
says: “The National Fenestration parts in Europe with £1 million of
Awards organisers are very pas- ScreenLine components available
sionate about celebrating as within 24 hours. i
many of the fantastic achievements in fenestration as possible. www.morleyglass.co.uk

QANW Column

Free QANW Joining
Fee Offer

Readers of The Installer magazine can take
advantage of QANW’s limited time offer of a 100%
discount on the joining fee!
Enter ‘Installer19’ at www.qanw.co.uk

For the remainder of 2019
readers of The Installer
magazine have access to an
exclusive offer with QANW
which gives applicants a
100% discount on the joining
fee!
To take advantage of QANW’s
limited time offer applicants
should enter ‘Installer19’ into the
promo code box via the online
application at www.qanw.co.uk

ance therefore risks their livelihood should the unforeseen
occur. That’s why we have
teamed up with our sister company Kinnell Corporate Limited
to bring our members an exclusive discount on their business
insurances.”

FREE health check
Smith-Wright continues: “Kinnell
Corporate have a vast experience in our industry and can proBusiness insurances
vide members with a FREE
Alongside a continually improv- business insurance health check
ing service to members and the which will confirm your busiwhole host of membership bene- nesses insurance requirements.
fits provided, QANW has now Members will receive an indicalaunched a new special offer to tive quote 4-6 weeks before their
members which can see them renewal for consideration,
getting a discount of up to 10% saving them time searching
off their business insurances through comparison sites looking
through QANW’s sister com- for the right cover.
pany – Kinnell Corporate Limited.
“And even better, when you
use Kinnell Corporate for any of
Shockingly underinsured
your insurance products you
On the new offer, Barrie Smith- could get a discounted rate of up
Wright of QANW says: “The fig- to 10%.
ures I have read recently on the
number of tradesmen that are un- Limited time
derinsured is shocking! For our “Don’t wait too long though
members the risk of underinsur- Kinnell Corporate’s offer is run-

ning for a limited time only.
“If you have any queries or
need any help completing the
application form, please contact
a member of our sales team on
t. 01292 268020.
Terms & conditions
T&Cs: Special offer will run until
31 December 2019 exclusively
to The Installer readers. To qualify for free joining fees, quote
‘Installer19’ when contacting the
sales team or use ‘Installer19’
within the promo box in the
QANW online application.
30 October 2019
Kinnell Corporate Limited special
offer of up to 10% off businesses
insurance when purchased
through
Kinnell
Corporate
Limited will run until 30 November 2019. i
If you have any questions or
need a hand completing the
application form, please do
not hesitate to contact a
member of the QANW sales
team on t. 01292 268020.

Below are QANW’s impressive Summer Contractor Relationship statistics

QANW is a trading name of Warranty Services Limited, a company registered in Scotland, with the registered address of
4 Forbes Drive, Heathfield Industrial Estate, Ayr, Scotland, KA8 9FG, and with the company number SC205797.
Warranty Services Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (Firm Reference Number 309580).
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Give
Insurance
Backing
On All
Your
Work.
Exclusive to The Installer readers
Join for FREE* by quoting “Installer19” when joining.
Call us now or apply online today:

01292 268020
www.qanw.co.uk

*T&C’s: Special offer will run from 01/08/2019- 31/12/2019 exclusively to The Installer readers. To qualify for free joining fees you must quote
“Installer19” when contacting a member of our sales team or use “Installer19” within the promo box in our online application.

QUALITY ASSURED NATIONAL WARRANTIES (QANW) A KINNELL GROUP COMPANY

This is a financial promotion made by Warranty Services Limited under section 21 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000.
QANW is a trading name of Warranty Services Ltd. Warranty Services Ltd is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Warranty Services Ltd is a member of
Kinnell Group of Companies. Warranty Services Ltd uses a UK based insurer which is authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct
Authority and the Prudential Regulation Authority. QANW is a trading name of Warranty Services Limited, a company registered in Scotland, with the registered address of
4 Forbes Drive, Heathfield Industrial Estate, Ayr, Scotland, KA8 9FG, and with the company number SC205797. Warranty Services Limited is authorised and regulated by the
Financial Conduct Authority (Firm Reference Number 309580).
07/19

FENSA Column

Firm Up The Sale
With Finance

The partnership between FENSA and Improveasy means
that all FENSA Approved Installers can provide better
customer service, better payment terms and give their own
business a helping hand at the same time.
One of the questions asked
most frequently by homeowners these days when they
are considering buying windows and doors is – ‘Do you
offer finance?’
It’s very much part of the
purchase process. And for a lot
of people who need new
windows and doors but don’t
have the funds or for those who
choose not to pay up front, it
gives them the opportunity to
enjoy home improvements on
terms they’re comfortable with.
For the installer, being able to
confidently and comfortably say
‘Yes’ can be the difference
between securing and losing
the sale.
Improveasy
Homeowners expect a finance
option, particularly for larger
ticket items such as replacing
windows and doors, so it’s
important that companies aren’t
left behind simply because they
don’t offer payment terms in
accordance with customer
expectations or indeed, don’t
offer finance at all.
FENSA has over 6,200
Approved Installers nationwide
and since 2017 that community
has had exclusive access to
finance provision via industry
experts Improveasy, bringing
with them the ability to offer
finance directly to the homeowner at the point of sale.
The facility opens doors to
quote for work previously out of
14 | FENSA Column | The Installer

reach for many installers and
gives companies of all shapes
and sizes a level of professionalism that’s reassuring to potential
customers. It is also is remarkably
easy to operate and simple to
understand, thus overcoming two
of the key issues that prevent
many installers from offering
finance to their customers.

hours. That means no more
chasing deposits or final
payments – no more worrying
about how to pay staff or restrictive credit terms from suppliers.
Training
Regardless of the company size,
every FENSA Approved Installer
can apply to become an
appointed representative. Full
and ongoing training is provided
free of charge and there is no
requirement to be FCA Authorised as Improveasy covers this.
Neither do applicants have to
apply face to face as that can be
dealt with over the phone.

0% Interest-Free finance
Having the opportunity to offer
incentives such as 0% interestfree finance, ‘Buy Now Pay
Later’ and up to 10 year payment options, gives installers and
homeowners the flexibility to
look at a whole raft of products
and designs larger in scope than
those previously considered
when the need to pay upfront
was more of a deciding factor.
Thus the homeowner enjoys an Better customer service
installation that exceeds their Finance is not going to be
original expectations and the needed for every quote but if
installer improves margins, bring- favourable terms and a simple
ing a greatly improved outcome application process can secure a
deal rather than walking away
all round.
Pleasingly, as Improveasy takes and letting a competitor step in,
care of all the administration, the then offering finance has to be
installer can focus on what they worthwhile.
The partnership between
do best.
FENSA and Improveasy means
that all FENSA Approved
Cash-flow
An often overlooked element of Installers can provide better
being able to offer finance is customer service, better payment
how much it helps installers with terms and give their own
their cash-flow throughout the business a helping hand at the
year. Once the homeowner same time, with the levels of trust
application for finance has been enjoyed by the FENSA brand
approved, the installer receives ensuring peace of mind for all
the job amount, in full, within 72 involved. i

LANTERN ROOF SYSTEM IS
DISCREET YET STYLISH.
I N N O VA T I V E F U L L Y
THERMALLY BROKEN
LANTERN ROOF SYSTEM
Stratus will help redefine your home, creating light
and airy spaces for you to enjoy. The ideal modern
lantern solution, coupling sleek contemporary looks with
truly outstanding performance.
20° pitch, sizes up to 3m x 6m
Sleek contemporary looks
2 hard-wearing exterior powder coated finishes
A better lantern system at the right price

up to

+65%
More thermally efficient than
conventional aluminium roof
systems

Watford: 01923 803923

stratus thermal lantern roof

www.arkaywindows.com

Security

Technology –
How Far Will We Go?
However, property managers
need to be mindful of broadband
quality and capacity when selecting an option. Hybrid solutions –
combining both on-premise and
cloud technology – m
ight currently be the best way of achieving the necessary security,
performance and peace of mind.

Julian Synett says building
security for the commercial
residential property
marketplace is rapidly
changing with the
convergence of technology.

Many security solutions now
combine different connected
systems such as door entry,
access control, CCTV and
home automation with a
number of key drivers helping
to deliver enhanced building
protection, resident safety
and property management.
We are no longer seeing
single product deployments but
connected solutions that combine
multiple systems and applications
using the latest internet and
communication protocols. This
ongoing evolution is being driven
by advances in biometrics,
wireless communications, cloudbased technology and artificial
intelligence with the only barrier
to the development of new technology solutions being our
capacity to imagine the future.
Facial recognition
Biometrics is increasingly being
deployed in access control solutions, with more traditional fob
and card based systems being replaced and beginning to disappear. In fact, there is a
surprisingly long list of applications, which means the technology is being used in a few
different ways within the commercial residential sector. Facial
recognition is now beginning to
16 | Security | The Installer

enter the marketplace, so moving
forward it will have a greater
presence alongside the more
established fingerprint solutions.
Microchipping –
getting under our skin?
Smartphones can now be used to
open doors or activate a wide
range of actions, with keys rapidly being consigned to history.
Perhaps the next breakthrough
will be microchipping under the
skin, although there is a long way
to go before it overcomes ethical
and privacy concerns. However,
a report last year in Sweden
showed that 3,000 people have
already been microchipped to
gain access to homes and offices.
Cloud
Cloud technology has been
around for a long time and is
now used in the commercial residential sector in far reaching
ways. Software and data are
being more and more hosted and
stored online, while software as
a service (SaaS) solutions can
provide alternative pricing models to outright purchase such as
pay-as-you-go or rental.

Machine learning and AI
Meanwhile, machine learning
and artificial intelligence is going
to have a growing influence on
security technology, especially
CCTV where there are six million
cameras already operational in
the UK. While we are still really
early at the machine learning
level, this is a rapidly evolving
area. The ability of CCTV systems
to capture footage, take decisions and predict what will happen is going to be the future.
They will soon be able to monitor
movement, track people and objects, learn patterns of behaviour,
set virtual perimeters and send
real time alerts, all without any
human intervention.
Training day
For itsw annual product exhibition and training day, Interphone
teamed up with several key partners to showcase the latest building technology developments for
the commercial residential sector.
This ran alongside a programme
of seminars including Gate Safety
by charity Gate Safe and GDPR
for property management businesses by Woolven and Brown,
a professional training specialist
on data protection legislation. i
interphone.co.uk

Mech/Weld

The New Rehau Rio
Flush Fit Casement
Window
Look and feel of timber in 10 grained foil colours - inc the new Turner oak
Two Jointing Solutions - Full Weld & Mech/Weld
PAS24 security accreditation
T: 01933 270552 | E: sales@astraseal.com | W: astraseal.co.uk/trade
Astraseal House, Paterson Road, Finedon Road Ind.Est., Wellingborough NN8 4EX

The Ultra Slim New Sliding Door with a 20mm Sightline
Ultra Slim 20mm Interlock • Up to 2.2m x 3m per Panel • Fully Concealable Frame
3 Tracks and Pocket Door Option • Fully Openable and Glass-to-Glass Corners

sales@arkaywindows.com
www.arkaywindows.com

Watford 01923 803923
London 020 8889 6821

Extensions,Garden Rooms & Verandas

Stay At Home And Improve
– Garden Room Options
A garden room is the perfect space creating solution - according to the people at Green
Retreats who provide this alternative to traditional home extensions.

Sizes
Green Retreats can be built in
sizes from 4sq.m to 30sq.m, with
those sizes based on the internal
floor measurement – which is
more meaningful to customers as
it is representative of the actual
useable living space.
There are four different design
of ‘retreat’ available. Prices are
fully inclusive of foundations,
installation, heating, internal and
external lighting, internal wired
electrics, doors and windows.
The price of an electrical connection from a home to a garden
room is quoted separately.
A garden room is the perfect
space creating solution –
especially as the housing
market has stalled and more
and more families are
deciding to ‘stay at home
and improve’.
This is the opinion of the people at Green Retreats who provide hassle-free, cost-effective
and contemporary alternatives to
traditional home extension methods such as loft conversions or
conservatories.
Green Retreats’ products also
provide separation from the
distractions of home to create a
private space to relax or work in.
They can include areas to
designate as a lounge or a bedroom – and can be fully
plumbed-in so that shower and
toilet facilities can be included.
Heating and lighting are incorporated. It is possible to connect
to electric mains or even add
solar panels. These garden
rooms are premium insulated for
use all year – even the colder
winter months. So they even

represent an ideal space to
have sleep-overs during the
Christmas and New Year period.
A Green Retreats’ spokesperson told The Installer: “Our
products have a wide variety
of uses, with no limits on how
customers can transform their
garden room. We specialise in
creating a space that can be
adapted for any purpose.”
Planning & construction
The spokesperson continued:
“We ensure that the planning
and construction process of our
buildings run as smoothly as
possible. Planning permission is
not always required for but in the
cases where it is, obtaining it will
be handled by our team. The
construction process will cause
minimal disruption and takes
the fraction of the time of a home
extension.
“The garden rooms are
finished in natural materials and
hand crafted to provide a great
addition to any home.”

Showroom
Green Retreats’ showroom offers
both indoor and outdoor spaces
displaying 17 fully-furnished
products. The showroom is
available to installer partners to
bring customers. i
Picture: A typical Green
Retreats’ garden room
exterior and interior.
Contact Vari Wilson vari@greenretreats.co.uk
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Perfect Indoor Environments
For Homeowners

Velux and Guardian Warm Roof have joined forces to help create the 'perfect' indoor
environments for homeowners.
strengthen and grow our roof
window business.
“It’s an exciting opportunity to
work collaboratively with our
combined
communities
of
installers and fabricators, share
knowledge and collectively learn
in the fast-paced home improvement market and create even
better living spaces together.”

Roof window manufacturer
Velux and lightweight roof
replacement firm Guardian
Warm Roof are joining forces
to help create ‘perfect’
indoor environments for
homeowners.
The new partnership means
that Guardian Warm Roof will
now exclusively fit Velux roof
widows in their range of roof
and extension projects across the
UK and Ireland.

Slates, shingles and
extensions
Guardian was the first solid roof
replacement system in the UK.
Since then the company has
grown its range to include lightweight slates, shingles and the
Guardian Extension.
Guardian MD Joe Kearney
says: “Both Velux and Guardian
are in great positions as leaders
in their specific areas of
expertise.
“Guardian has been in the
business for over 30 years.
Velux, globally, is a little distance
ahead of us on 75 years. To be
at the top of your game for that
long is rare. From the moment
we started talking about how we
might work more closely together
we quickly realised there was an
obvious synergy, not least in our
longevity and the seamless integration of our products. This
common purpose gives homeowners and installers peace of
mind.” i

Partnership
Velux products include roof
windows and decorative blinds,
sun screening products and
roller shutters, as well as
installation and smart home More information about the
solutions. MD Mick Schou new partnership between
Rasmussen says: “Our partner- Velux and Guardian is
ship with Guardian Warm Roof available from
demonstrates our ambition in www.guardianroof.co.uk/
the home extensions market. Velux and
This announcement marks www.velux.co.uk/guardian
a critical step as we look to
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Top agency
design but not
the cost

Creative
website design
from £400

We supply cost effective
solutions, for both large
organisations and smaller
enterprises, whether
consumer based or
business to business.
In partnership with
our clients we deliver
successful solutions,
working on an individual
project basis or as a
regular support service.
Whether you are
looking to launch a new
website, revamp an
existing site, manage
your website content,
start selling on the
internet or are looking
at email marketing.
We are here to help.
With over 30 years
experience supplying
design and advertising
solutions for the web
and print, we are ideally
suited to provide you
with the competitive
edge. To be a winner in
your marketplace.

For more
information telephone

0 77 84 26 8 6 8 5

or cotact us by email at
info@stevebryant.co.uk
www.stevebryant.co.uk
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Joining The Fold

Birmingham company, Abcell, has added AluK aluminium windows and doors to its suite of
product offerings including Global Conservatory Roofs, Guardian Warm Roofs, Warmcore
Bi-Fold Doors and Stratus Lantern Roofs.

Abcell has established a
reputation for manufacturing
a range of high-calibre
products direct to the trade.
The company has now
added
AluK
aluminium
windows and doors.
Abcell already produces and
supplies a large selection of
products, including The Global
Conservatory Roofs, Guardian
Warm Roofs, Warmcore Bi-Fold
Doors and Stratus Lantern Roofs
– all from a 100,000sq.ft
manufacturing facility
The company also fabricates
insulated glass units for window
and doors, as well as a wide
range of ancillary products.
“The continued success that we
have achieved over the years
has been because of our ability
to expand and diversify, providing installers with the products

that they demand,” says Paul AluK range designed to offer
high performance, but it also inFord, Abcell MD.
“Adding AluK aluminium to the corporates stunning style and
range of products that we fabri- we’ve already had a fantastic recate provides our trade cus- action from our customers. We
tomers with an even greater look forward to a long and succhoice. As the designer and en- cessful partnership.”
gineer of high quality, reliable,
performance driven aluminium Delivery
systems, AluK is recognised as a Abcell claims to offer fast turnleader in the market. Their prod- around times on every product
ucts fit perfectly with the rest of along with a reliable free delivery
service throughout the UK using
our range.”
the firm's own fleet of vehicles. i
Reaction
Abcell is fabricating the full AluK Picture: Abcell now prorange, including Infinium ulti- duces AluK aluminium winmate slim sliding doors, Luminia dows and doors alongside
bi-fold and lift & slide doors, the Global Conservatory Roofs,
full suite of Optio windows and Guardian Warm Roofs,
doors, as well as verandas, cur- Warmcore Bi-Fold Doors and
tain walling and ground floor Stratus Lantern Roofs.
treatments.
Ford says: “Not only is the www.abcell.co.uk
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WE’VE COMPRESSED
OUR LEAD TIMES

With elegantly slim frames and narrow face-widths, Schueco bi-fold doors make a beautiful
feature – and make the most of a vista.
Arkay Windows can now manufacture grey, white and black Schueco bi-fold doors to exacting standards in
just one week – which is an attractive proposition for any home build or renovation.

info@arkaywindows.com
www.arkaywindows.com

01923 803923
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Platform On Roof Glazing
Birmingham company, Abcell, has added AluK aluminium windows and doors to its suite of
product offerings including Global Conservatory Roofs, Guardian Warm Roofs, Warmcore
Bi-Fold Doors and Stratus Lantern Roofs. www.xtralite.co.uk
Xtralite, based in Blyth,
Northumberland has created
a website that will showcase
the solutions it provides, how
they integrate into new builds
and refurbishment projects.
“Our new website is much more
easily navigable and we’ve taken
the opportunity to provide more
credible information that will help
specifiers, architects, roofing companies and constructors,” says
Jim Lowther, sales director at
Xtralite.
“More intuitive information is
provided for accurate understanding of our products and their ca- ing, energy efficiency and sustainpabilities and how they support ability requirements.” Additions to
the ongoing demand for daylight- the website include a new com-
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prehensive resources page which
links to drawings, DoP’s fixing instructions and NBS pages as well
as literature that will allow online
research. Enhanced images and
case studies, across both the domestic and commercial sector,
bring the products to life and display the potential that can be
achieved through design and
manufacturing. “It was essential
that we supported the market and
its requirements with a new, enhanced and improved version of
our website to ensure we remain
a preferred rooflight and roof
glazing solutions provider across
all our business platforms,” says
Lowther. i

Advertisement Feature
Metal Technology Complete Victoria Gate, Woking

Metal Technology, recently
supplied its specialist products for w
ork on Victoria
Gate, a major redevelopment project in Woking.
The impressive 63,375sq.ft
commercial office building,
which was designed by architect firm Scott Brownrigg to
combine modernity and functional rationality, used a number of Metal Technology’s
architectural aluminium systems
as part of the refurbishment
project.

Metal Technology’s System 17
Latitude
high-rise
curtain
walling was used extensively to
create the desired aesthetic for
the building. The design
process also involved developing a new triangular capping to
enhance the clean horizontal
lines of the building.

fifth floor terrace, shower facilities on each floor together with
a basement shower and cycle
hub. The project recently
gained the BCO UK Regional
Award
in
the
Refurbished/Recycled category for
the South of England and South
Wales region.

Doors
System 5-20D high performance thermally enhanced doors
were also used throughout,
both of these products offered
the Victoria Gate building designers a range of profiles that
delivered structural integrity,
weather performance, thermal
enhancement and security.
BCO UK Regional Award
Victoria Gate was re-developed by Aviva Investors to
grade A space that benefits
from a double height reception,

Aesthetics
All Metal Technology systems
are designed to perform seamlessly together to deliver the desired
aesthetic
and
performance standards. Used
individually or together, they
offer design flexibility for creative aesthetics with the assurance of value engineered
structural, weather and security
performance. i
Metal Technology
Steeple Rd Industrial Estate
Antrim BT41 1AB
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P&P

TRADE WINDOWS AND DOORS LTD
Manufacturers of Quality Windows Doors and Conservatories
www.pandptradewindowsanddoors.com
sales@pandptradewindowsanddoors.com

Over 30 Years Manufacturing Experience
24/7 Quoting and Ordering
Competitive Prices
Friendly Customer Service
Family Run

01935 825900 P&P 01935 823251
Trade Windows and Doors Ltd

Unit 8&9 Great Western Road, Martock, Somerset TA12 6HB

Products & Projects

Opportunity Locks
Droylsden Glass, has added Kubu equipped doors to their
product range. Droylsden Glass is a customer of Kubu
Launch Partners, Dekko Windows.
MD at Droylesden Glass Kevin Thackeray says: “We are
looking forward to launching the Kubu lock. We believe that
technology is playing a big part in the home now where people
are able to control the heating and lighting with the likes of Alexa.
Fenestration has got a part to play now and we believe that Kubu
is leading the way.”
Once homeowners have got a Kubu equipped door they can
check via the Kubu App or Home Hub if the door is locked or
unlocked.
Thackery adds: “At Droylsden Glass we can fit the Kubu lock to
our PVC-U residential doors and French doors. We chose Kubu
over other smart locks because it’s really simple to use. It’s also
very affordable which makes it much more appealing to
homeowners.” i droylsdenglass.co.uk

Monstrously Good Tape
Bond It, manufacturer of sealants, adhesives,
waterproofing products and other building
chemicals, has added another product to its
portfolio.
Monster Tape is a high strength waterproof duct tape
that compliments the already established Tigris Tapes
Range. The tape is rubber based, easy tear, heavy duty
quality with high tack for binding, fixing, sealing,
repairing, joining, protecting and marking.
The tape provides long lasting adhesion on most
substrates, including rough and uneven surfaces, as
well as on wet and damp surfaces. It is water resistant
and will withstand short term water exposure from
rain showers. i bond-it.co.uk

Tradesmith has added a new range by specialist ironmonger
From the Anvil to its hardware collection. This latest addition
includes hand-forged matching handles, knockers and more in
a variety of finishes suitable for period properties through to
high-end contemporary new builds.
Tradesmith MD Mark Hutchinson comments: “Good quality hardware
often makes the sale. Premium quality hardware such as From The Anvil
appeals to ‘the Haves’ – the mortgage-free over-55s who have the
money to improve their homes, and the time to research the look they
want.
“From the Anvil’s quintessentially beautiful, handmade hardware
really allows installers to stand out from the crowd. The new range even
includes hand-forged items for true character. Traditional methods of
shaping the base metal, using fire and an anvil, means that each piece
is a work of art.” i tradesmith.info
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Twenty Years In For Trim
Suppliers of PVC-UE roofline products and building
plastics,Yorkshire based Trims and Things has enjoyed
a 20 year relationship with Freefoam.
John Gough MD says: “We’ve been using Freefoam
exclusively since June 1999. We used another supplier for
years but the quality of its products had been starting to
deteriorate and when we moved premises, it was an ideal
opportunity to switch to Freefoam.”
“Freefoam has always been a progressive company and
very good at listening to its customers. It was one of the
first manufacturers to respond to the demand for colours
and Anthracite Grey really kicked things into gear. Offering a complete roofline package was a game-changer and Freefoam’s product guarantees have
steadily increased to today’s lifetime guarantee on white products.
“I wouldn’t be where I am without Freefoam. Its product range and support have helped Trims and
Things to grow and thrive. The product is right, the support is right, and the company is right – you
can tell Freefoam’s values are central to what they do.” i freefoam.com

Senior Architectural Systems has added the new PURe
SLIDE SL to its range of aluminium residential patio doors
– a slimline version of the company’s patented sliding
door which offers some of lowest U-values available.
Developed to meet the growing demand for slim profile aluminium systems that offer wider views and maximum daylight, the
new PURe SLIDE SL features a narrow 50mm interlock yet still
offers exceptional thermal efficiency, security and is available in
the same large spans and weights.
The new PURe SLIDE SL aluminium door can achieve U-values
as low as 1.08 W/m2K when calculated as a CEN Standard door.
As well as remaining compliant with the security requirements of
PAS 24 and being fully weather tested, the new slimline sliding
door is available in both the popular Inline Slide and Lift & Slide configurations.
Further design flexibility is offered through Senior’s in-house powder
coating facility, allowing an almost unlimited choice of colours both inside
and out. i seniorarchitectural.co.uk

A new whole door system from Geze uses Slimdrive SL NT
technology together with enhanced security testing required
to achieve PAS 24 accreditation giving security, accessibility,
access control and great aesthetics.
These security enhancements are fast becoming key features for
buildings where security with escape routes are a high priority such
as hospitals, airports, train stations and banks.
Geze’s Slimdrive SL NT automatic sliding operator is just seven
centimetres wide enabling it to be almost invisibly integrated into the
façade. It can move leaf weights up to 125kg and is virtually silent
in operation.
Geze UK worked with aluminium glazing systems company Jack
Aluminium Systems to develop the new system for automatic sliding
doors. i geze.co.uk
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FAST TURNAROUND

SMARTS ALUMINIUM
WINDOW SYSTEMS
COMMERCIAL

HERITAGE

DOMESTIC

PRECISION
MADE

ANY
RAL
COLOUR

HIGH
ENERGY
EFFICIENCY

DELIVERY
DIRECT
TO SITE

FAST
QUOTES

www.exclusivealuminium.com
sales@exclusivealuminium.com | 01915100066

# Change
to better
Your customers already drive German
now give them the window they want!

T 02476 686682 F 02476 638779
www.armstrongindustries.co.uk
sales@armstrongindustries.co.uk
Boston place | Coventry | CV6 5NN

est 1996

Trade News

Morley Reports Annual Growth Of 22%
Specialist integral blinds manufacturer Morley Glass &
Glazing has reported 22% growth in turnover in the past
12 months.
Commenting on the growth of the company, MD Ian Short
says: “This recent success follows previous annual rates of
growth of 22% and 23% in 2018 and 2017 respectively
and we’re aiming for a further 20-25% growth next year.
Our consistent growth demonstrates our commitment in our
high-quality manufacturing processes, our investment in marketing and customer service and also reflects the increased
demand from homeowners and commercial developers for
integral blinds – particularly for bi-fold and sliding patio
doors. Our focus is on delivering added value to our customers who can rely on us for the best quality products and
the best service.”
One of the latest service improvements Morley Glass &
Glazing is introducing is online order tracking giving customers live updates on the manufacturing and delivery status
of their Uni-Blind sealed units with integral blinds inside. i

Sales Appointment For Kendrick
Aluminium fenestration solutions provider Senior Architectural
Systems has appointed Steve Kendrick to the role of national sales
manager.
Kendrick has nearly a decade of experience working in the glass and glazing sector and is a familiar face to many, having previously worked with
some of the biggest names in the industry. Kendrick comments: “I’m thrilled
to have joined Senior at what is such an exciting stage in the company’s
growth. With an enviable portfolio of completed contracts in the commercial
sector, Senior is increasing its share of the domestic residential market thanks
to the launch of the new Ali aluminium doors and windows and this is one
area that I am particularly looking forward to developing.
“I believe that Senior has one of the strongest product offerings available
and with more new innovations in the pipeline, there is huge potential for
new business opportunities for both ourselves and our customer base.” i
Wellingborough’s Member of Parliament Peter Bone
accompanied by Northamptonshire County Councillor
Gill Mercer, visited VEKA Recycling’s new site, which was
established on the town’s Finedon Road Industrial Estate
early in 2019.
Simon Scholes, VEKA Recycling’s Managing Director
explained that Wellingborough was chosen for its central location, telling the visitors that the site ‘fits the bill perfectly.’ With
60 people employed currently, more jobs will be created when
VEKA Recycling goes fully on line. The MP, a Conservative and
dedicated Brexiteer, was delighted to hear that VEKA Recycling’s German owners were committed to investment in the
UK, irrespective of the outcome of Brexit, commenting: “I actually think that these Brexit problems are non-existent.” i
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Atlas G Awards
Nomination

REAL Aluminium
Training Programme

Atlas Glazed Roof Solutions has been named
as a finalist in two categories at the forthcoming G19 awards.
The nomination for ‘New Product of the Year’
recognises the major advances that Atlas made in
glazed lantern design when it launched Lantern
2.0 in January this year. The G19 winners will be
announced at the awards ceremony and gala dinner, which will be held at the London Hilton on 29
November.
Spreading the message that Atlas has set a new
benchmark in glazed roofing, the campaign has
been nominated for ‘Promotional Campaign of the
Year’.
The G19 winners will be announced at the
awards ceremony and gala dinner, which will be
held at the London Hilton on 29 November. i

VBH (GB) is celebrating seven award nominations this autumn: shortlisted for three
awards at the G-Awards 2019 and for The National Fenestration Awards (NFAs), and makes
the shortlist in the Medway Business Awards.
For the G-Awards, VBH is a finalist again for
Component Supplier of The Year – which they won
in 2018 – and for Customer Care Initiative and Unsung Hero with Goods In Team Leader, Lee Pollard.
The National Fenestration Awards (NFAs) sees
VBH nominated for Best Hardware Company and
shortlisted in two people categories - Young Person
and Social Networker of the Year – both with Area
Sales Manager for the North West Tyler Shutts.
Finally, VBH’s strong service and support culture
led to the company reaching the finals in the Medway Business Awards. i

Sidey Sponsors Scottish Design Awards
The winners of the Scottish Design Awards 2019
were announced at a recent ceremony, celebrating the very best of design and architecture.
As one of the UK’s largest and most innovative
fabricators, Sidey was pleased to once again
sponsor this prestigious competition.
Now in its 22nd year, the awards are open to architects, engineers, graphic and digital designers and
consultants who delivered a relevant project in any of
the judged categories.
“We’d like to say a huge congratulations to everyone who was shortlisted for the Scottish Design
Awards this year,” says Steve Hardy, Sidey’s
Managing Director. i
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New Builders
Merchants Database
Coming February 2019
Whether you work nationally or regionally, you can access over
6,000 national and independent building merchant networks, all
specialising in building materials, tools and supplies.
The database is divided into ‘heavy’ and ‘light’ merchants with
categories for each building sector.
With 8,000 email addresses and over 7,000 contacts available, it
has never been easier to communicate with new customers.

For more information call us today on 01934 808 293.

insightdata
business is better with insight

502 Worle Park Way
Weston-super-Mare
BS22 6WA

E: hello@insightdata.co.uk
@insightdata
www.insightdata.co.uk

Uncertainty
un / certain / ty
Fact
Companies that invest in marketing during
uncertain times perform better in the longterm than those that cut their budget.*

Certainty
pur / pl / ex
Purplex is the strategic marketing agency
which sees the bigger picture.
Led by a CEO with 30 years’ experience
in the window industry, Purplex helps
companies across trade, commercial and
retail sectors gain market share and build
stronger brands for sustainable growth.
pur-pose / pl-anning / ex-ecution

*Marketing is the key revenue growth driver for more than 30% of companies (CMO Survey)

It’s simple economics: if a pie shrinks
by 10%, and your competitors cut their
marketing budget by 50%, your share of
the pie can increase.

Scott’s Corner

Marketing – When To
Change Agency
Andrew Scott, CEO of fullservice marketing agency
Purplex, discusses whether
you have outgrown your
current marketing agency –
and if it’s time for a change.

We outgrow many things in
our everyday lives and it’s
the same in business and
marketing, writes Andrew
Scott, CEO of full-service
marketing agency Purplex as
he discusses when the right
time is to change your
marketing provider.
If you are looking to move your
business to the next level, you
need to ask yourself whether you
have outgrown your current
marketing agency?
Just because who you are with
helped to get your business to the
point it is at today, are they necessarily going to be able to help get
you to where you want to go next?
Don’t stunt your growth
Your business is evolving
constantly, yet the chances are
your current marketing agency
hasn’t evolved with you. It may
have been perfect for building a
website and a small-scale advertising campaign to build your
brand through the local and
trade press. To take your business
to the next level, however, you
may need a marketing strategy
that operates across print, digital,
social and broadcast media.

It could be that you now need
to concentrate on lead generation from your website or you
need a professional video to
engage with a new market.
Can your current agency effectively manage the complex mix of
channels, tools and content to help
your business make that next step?
If it can’t, then your business
will stand still.
Knowledge is power
One of the things that I still find
staggering is that companies will
work with a marketing agency
that has little or no sector experience or knowledge. It’s akin to
asking your friend who has a
passing interest in cars to fix your
Ferrari – they might be able to
change the oil but they’ll barely
get it off the driveway. Using a
big London agency might provide an initial ‘wow’ factor but
chances are it is a case of style
over substance and it will soon
become clear that it won’t have
the required depth of knowledge
of your industry.
Similarly, one-man-bands don’t
work either as your entire
business is dependent on the
expertise of one consultant with
just one skill-set.
Outsourcing
Your current agency may also
outsource your social media
activity to one third party and
your website management to
another. This might have worked
okay to begin with but is now
proving counter-productive as
one or more of them do not have
the requisite industry knowledge,
meaning your brand message is
not consistent.

Full service
To grow you now need to find
a full-service marketing agency
that brings together all the key
marketing disciplines under one
roof with a team of talented
people who understand your
business and your products – and
who know the market and how
your customers think and act.
The perfect fit
When we ask clients why they
switch to Purplex, the main two
reasons are because they feel
their current marketing agency
has taken them as far as they
can or they’re not delivering
results as they don’t understand
the industry.
As the leading full-service
marketing agency in the fenestration and construction industry,
Pulplex has a team of almost 60
marketing professionals, including experts in PR, design and
print, web design marketing,
video production and social
media. And our associated data
company, Insight Data, has the
most comprehensive list and contacts of everyone in this market.
Experience
Clients are able to tap into over
30 years’ of industry knowledge
and experience of building
businesses up and helping to
make them sustainable thanks to
brand development, marketing
strategy, reputation management
and lead generation.
So, if you feel like you’ve outgrown your current marketing
agency, now could be the right
time for a change. i
www.purplexmarketing.com
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Comment

Hanging's Too God For Them
Research has revealed that one in three of tradespeople
have had their tools stolen.
A staggering 84% of tradespeople don’t believe the government is
doing enough to prevent tool theft. Just under two thirds believe
there needs to be greater sentences for thieves, while more than
half believe there should be greater fines for those convicted.
Over a quarter of tradespeople believe the sentence for tool theft
should be five years in prison and over one in 10 believe a
£10,000 fine should be imposed.
Half of tradespeople also believe there should be greater funding
for police and police presence on the streets and a third want to
see greater restrictions on the selling of second-hand tools.
Businesses Going Bust
Things seem to be getting tougher and tougher from a business
point of view and The Installer has noticed not only are companies
pulling their belts in, companies are going in to administration
across the board.
One conservatory, window and door manufacturer has fortunately
been sold out of administration by Begbies Traynor, (see News
pages) in just the last few weeks, while another online window
supplier also went bust just as we went to press. But in other
industries, companies seem to be falling by the wayside.
Personally, I blame you know what...Bre...no I’m not going to say
it or write it (but it ends in xit).
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The A Team
Another story from the front pages of this issue of The Installer
report a conman masquerading as a roofer and window installer The Installer is the official
has been jailed for three years after taking at least £50,000 from journal of:
unwitting householders. Our Technical Expert, Don Waterworth
appeared as an Expert Witness in one case in the lead up to the
eventual conviction.
Well done Don. Mr Waterworth still spends a great deal of his
time ensuring customers and installers get justice through the courts
or through his own mediation services.
Opinions expressed in The Installer are
If you have a problem. If no one else can help. And if you can find those of the contributors and do not
represent editorial policy. The publisher
them, maybe you can hire – The A-Team.
charges for the use of editorial pictures.
Actually, it’s not that difficult: hanleyamosstewart.co.uk
Tel: 0800 1954922 | Tuesday-Thursday | 10:00am-3:00pm

Brian J. Shillibeer, Editor
@theinstallermagazine or installer@profinder.eu
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Access Systems
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● Waterproof Keypads
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Aluminium Systems
Colour Applicators
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Baypole Jacks
You can buy jacking kits from as
littlee as £5.50
£5.00 eac
each (subject to
order). Kits manufactured to fit
most systems with various loadings.
Top and bottom adjustments meet
Fensa requirements.
Systems Duraflex, Swish24/7, Eurocell,
Status, Synseal, Kommerling, Veka

CAP DESIGNS LIMITED

53 Pound Lane Central,
Basildon, Essex, SS15 4EX
Phone: 0844 4772505
Fax: 0871 2214305
E-mail: capjacking@aol.com
Web: www.capdesigns.co.uk

Conservatory Roofs

Machinery

Glass Handling

INSTALL
MACHINE SALES & SERVICE

SPECIALISTS TO UPVC AND
ALUMINIUM INDUSTRY
SAVE TIME & MONEY – We are Scotland’s number one contact for
new or secondhand machinery required to manufacture aluminium or
uPVC windows or doors. With over 25 years experience, we can supply
anything from starter packs to full turnkey packages.
For buying or selling Contact:

John Thomson on Tel: 0141 949 0440
Mobile: 07774 144156 or Email: thomsonjohn7@aol.com
UNIT 7, Great Western Business Park, Allerdyce Court, Glasgow G15 6RY

Planning Consultants

Fixing Brackets

Corner Protectors

“Technically the best way
to toe and heel glass”

Corner protectors • Flat,Bridge,Wedge and Frame Packers • Locking wedges • Run up blocks • Flexible corner wedges
For more information or to find your local stockists visit:
glazpart.com/products/glazing-accessories/
or call 01295 264533 to speak with one of the team.

Flyscreens

Profile Bending

PVC-U Glass Handling & Equipment

Window Bags & Display Cases

“Our in-depth knowledge, attention
to detail and friendly service make
Curved Frame Specialists the ideal
choice to build your custom frames.”

■ PVCU profi
file
i bending arch
and angle specialists
■ 7-10 working day turn
around
■ Over 20 years experience
■ Competitive prices

Window Protection Film

Andywrap® Masking Film
The No.1 UK leading Window Protector

• FREE NEXT DAY DELIVERY
(NO MINIMUM ORDER)

Racking Systems

• AVAILABLE IN CLEAR
OR BLUE
• SOLVENT BASED ACRYLIC
(BEST YEAR-ROUND ADHESIVE)

• SUPPLYING THE GLAZING
INDUSTRY FOR OVER 25 YEARS

Call Freephone:

0800 0850006

sales@andywrap.net

Window openers

Screws & Fixings

Delivered within 6 days, fully fabricated and ready to ﬁt

Visofold 1000
Aluminium Bi-Fold

Let the light in

Also in Aluminium:
Windows
•
•

Available in a wide variety of colours and textured

•

Full suite of colour matched furniture (handles,

•

Vertical Sliders

‘Visofold 1000’ which allows a low threshold while

We carry large stocks of White, Black, Grey and Grey on White
for fast lead times and competitive pricing.
FAX OR EMAIL YOUR QUOTE TODAY!

Call us now for enquiries :
Tel : 01296 668899
Fax now for a quotation : 01296 668450
or email : enquiries@garrardwindows.co.uk
Visit our website :

www.garrardwindows.co.uk

We pride ourselves on our reliability

